GUTSY
Culture

Delivering sustainable and measurable change
The world continues to face some challenging times right now and we’re
all just doing our best. Leaders have been faced with difficult decisions
and sudden changes to their teams and work arrangements. People are
working from home for the first time, and juggling Government guidelines,
parenting responsibilities and challenging restrictions.
It’s important for your Leadership Team to feel supported and armed
with the best knowledge and tactics to deliver outcomes and nurture
your culture. So how do you harness your culture’s power? The
answer lies mainly with you and your leadership team. But knowing how
to shape a constructive culture and finding the time to do it are significant
challenges for leaders today.
Brought to you by the team at TACTICIAN, the Gutsy Culture program
provides leaders with an opportunity to step back and challenge their
thinking. Most importantly, it leaves them with an action plan for change.
It’s not your typical leadership program. Rather than focusing on the basic
skills of leadership, this program is solutions focused. It provides leaders
with an opportunity to align their team and shape their culture for
business growth. Delivered in person or virtually, this program can make a
real impact, fast!

“This program was fantastic and unlike any other leadership
course I have been involved in. Rather than just reviewing
personalities, the Medifab team got an insight into how we
currently lead and communicate and how improvements can
be made in the way we lead because of the candid feedback.”
Roger Mascull – CEO Medifab

CONTACT TACTICIAN TODAY:
enquiries@tactician.net.au | 1300 110 165

What will you gain?
 n understanding of your unique
A
culture and how it’s impacting
your business
 wareness of your personal
A
leadership style
 plan to set your culture where
A
you want it to be
One-on-one guidance from our
expert team of Tacticians
The program can be designed and
delivered in a range of formats, customised
to your business and objectives.

